
SKID STEER RODEO COURSE 2018 

General Rules: 
• Operators must be familiar with proper operation of Skid Steers.  Operator will have a choice of Joystick (SJC)s, ACS, or 

hand/foot controls at the beginning of the course 

• Positioning of the attachments (snow pusher and bucket) and machine must be placed between visible lines on the ground 

• Final Scores will be based on highest points and fastest time.   

• If any portion of the course is skipped, the operator runs off the course, or any Judge determines the operator is acting in an 
unsafe manner, the operator will be disqualified. 

• 5 minute time limit.  Operators will be disqualified at 5 minutes, and will keep any earned points. 

• Any unregistered contestants will NOT be allowed to run the course. 
 

Obstacle #1: MODIFIED TIRE STAND 
Objective: Time starts when machine leaves staging area.  Operator is required to pick up the bucket, install hydraulic and verify pins 
are properly locked in.  Then proceed through the course. Operator will be required to pick up one of the 2 tires and stand it vertically on 
the second tire. 

 

 Obstacle #2: SNAKE/BASKETBALL BALANCE 
Objective: Operator is required to pick up the basketball off of the cone.  This single “holder” cone can be touched or run over without a 
deduction.  After the ball is picked up, the operator will be required to maneuver through a “snake” pattern of cones and barriers.  Full 
point deductions will happen if the ball is failed to be picked up after 2 attempts, or if the ball falls out of bucket on the course. Staff will 
re-setup the ball on the cone, if it is not picked up after 1st attempt. Points will also be deducted for hitting cones or barriers.  

   

Obstacle #3: DUMP TRUCK 
Objective:  Operator is required to pull the machine up to the rear of the dump truck, and dump the ball into the bed without touching the 
dump truck with any part of the machine.  If the ball falls out of the bucket during the snake run, staff will place the ball in the bucket for 
the operator before this obstacle. A 50 point deduction will apply if the ball does not land in the dump truck on the first or second 
attempt.  After 2 attempts, or the operator touches the dump truck with any part of the machine, a full points deduction will apply.   
 

Obstacle #4: PHONE POLE ALLEY 
Prior to completing Phone pole alley, operator will return the bucket and pick up the snow pusher attachment. 
Objective: Operator is required to drive through phone pole alley both directions, moving forward the whole time.  Points will also be 
deducted for hitting cones or barriers. 

  
 

Obstacle #5: SLALOM FORWARD AND REVERSE 
Objective: Operator is required to drive through the slalom in both directions, moving forward, then in REVERSE.  Points will be 
deducted for hitting cones or barriers. 

 
Obstacle #6: PARK MACHINE IN PARKING SPOT 
Objective: Operator is required to return the snow pusher to its starting position (off of the machine), and place the machine back in 

the parking spot, as close to the line as possible.   


